
Procedures – pre-briefing 1  
We are pre-publishing information as much as possible before the competition and arrival at WMC2024.  

This document does not replace the Local Regulations. The intention is for this document to further explain these 
important areas and clarify the regulations

We’re pre-publishing this to avoid delays in what promises to be a busy week in July  (weather permitting !) 

We expect pilots to read carefully and be ready to fly upon arrival.  We hope this will cut down on questions at 
Team Leaders briefings. 

We’ve pre-published the Start Points (slide3), this enables safe passage to Start Points from take-off and enables 
pilots to be ready to fly the task.  Airside procedures explain circuits, departure and arrival routes. 

Please check for updates upon arrival at WMC2024.

April 2024, version 1 



Official Chart
The official chart for the event is the CAA 

ENGLAND EAST edition 16. 

Thanks to one of our sponsors Pooleys 

Flight Equipment, each competitor will be 

given a copy of this chart on arrival at 

Deenethorpe. 

This chart, or a section of it must be used for all flights from Deenethorpe after initial arrival.

The vertical limit of this chart is 5000ft

Chart is 1:250,000 scale

During the competition no other chart can be used *

Copies of it can be bought in advance direct from Pooleys

https://www.pooleys.com/shop/caa/caa-uk-charts-1250-000-scale

* see FAI Sporting code Section 10   4.31.7

https://www.pooleys.com/shop/caa/caa-uk-charts-1250-000-scale


Task Start Points

SP1. West – T junction south of 

Gretton village. NW edge of the

racetrack (not shown on chart)

SP2. East – crossroads south 

of Southwick village

SP3. South – T junction NW of 

Brigstock village



Speed Scoring

Most navigation tasks will include some element of ground speed scoring.

We will use the 2 methods below to score speed

1. Absolute Time

2. Sampling



Speed Scoring

1. Absolute time

Here we will score ground speed based on the time 
the pilot is expected to pass a hidden gate or 
turnpoint. The expected time will be calculated using 
the pilots declared ground speed, the absolute track 
distance from SP and the pilots give SP time. Where 
you pass through turn points on the given track that 
are greater than 90 deg (example TP1) a 1-minute 
time allowance ‘may’ be made for precision turn. (this 
will be detailed in the task description)

All the Tps and Hgs in this example could be scoring 
timing gates. Not all gates will be timing gates



Speed Scoring

2. Sampling

Here we will take the time a pilot passes 2 particular gates 
Turn Point (TP) or Hidden Gate (HG) and compare that to the 
expected time to travel between them at the pilots declared 
ground speed.

For this example, we may score any of the following
A-B
A-C
B-C
D-F
F-G

We will not score through a TP
example
C-E or E-G



Marking your Photo Location 



Checking photo positions To improve accuracy, and consistency when scoring photo 

locations, we have created this 14cm precision ruler that is 

calibrated with the Section 10 scoring rules.

Example chart 

marking
Red = track

Black = position marked by pilot

Blue = actual location of the photo

The example with the ruler

Overlaid , scoring 100 points

A different example where the 

marked photo position is Outside 

the 2mm tolerance, and scoring 

zero



Backtracking – Please read and understand  

Microsoft Word - S10 - 2023.docx (fai.org)

https://www.fai.org/sites/default/files/documents/s10_-_2023.pdf


Missing your take off time 

Occasionally for circumstances out of your control e.g.  an engine problem 
or a puncture you miss your allocated take off time. 

At the competition director's discretion, you will be allocated a new start 
time either at the end of your class or at the end of the original start list.

This will enable you still to complete the task. You will receive a 20% 
penalty. 



Late for scoring 

In the task briefing sheets there will be a specified time limit for marking up your chart and completing any paperwork 
required post flight. Example below from a Task Description,  the time in this example  is specified as 25 mins.

‘After landing, proceed to your quarantine space, your marking up time will start when your engine has been switched off. This time will be 
noted by the Marshall. The limit is 25 minutes’  The time will end when you pass your marked up chart to a marshal.

This is to avoid pilots fast taxiing and rushing or marking charts whilst taxiing. 

When you have completed your marking of the competition chart inform the Marshal who will note your time. They will 
then accompany you to the scoring tent. The scoring team will then manage your initial scoring. 

Please note the time taken to walk to the scoring tent is not counted in your allocated time limit. 



Electronic Equipment 

Declaration form will be 
available, self-declare and 
ensure counter signed.  

This will take place during 
practice week 



AIRSIDE PROCEDURES  

These procedures will be used and enforced at all times for any aircraft flying in or out 
of Deenethorpe Airfield. 

This includes all Practice Flying, Free Flying and Competition Flying.

For the Safety of everyone at WMC 2024, please read these procedures carefully and 
follow them whilst you are with us.



Procedure A - Runway 04 in use
All departing aircraft must climb out and turn west 
following the green departure lanes marked.
DO NOT exceed 1000ft AGL whilst within the 2.5nm 
Diameter Restricted Height Zone

All arriving aircraft must be above 1300ft AGL before 
entering the 2.5nm diameter Restricted Height Zone.
Once overhead the landing deck, aircraft shall begin their 
descent following the Red circuit pattern on the eastern 
side of the airfield as shown.

Descending to go around the trees, once within the 
airfield boundary, landing aircraft shall not exceed the 
airfield boundary line.

No Fly Zones include the farm on the NE
corner of the airfield and the two
villages of Deene & Deenethorpe. 

Departure & Arrival Lanes for Runway 04



Procedure A - Runway 04 in use
Departures or Take Off will only be permitted from the 
HARD runway, for Procedure A that is 04 Hard.

Arrivals and Landing will only be permitted on the GRASS
Runway, for Procedure A that is 04 Grass.

All aircraft after take off must keep to the west side of the 
centreline and follow the marked exit routes.
DO NOT CROSS THE EXTENDED CENTRE LINE OF THE 
LANDING DECK

Upon ARRIVAL, all aircraft must join overhead at not less 
than 1300ft AGL and only decent on the East side of the 
airfield. All landings must be on the grass landing deck. 

Taxi to and from the take-off line and 
landing deck must be via the marked
Taxiway, staying off the hard runway. 

Take Off Line 04 Hard & Landing Deck 04 Grass



Procedure B - Runway 22 in use
All departing aircraft must climb out following the green 
departure lanes marked.
DO NOT exceed 1000ft AGL whilst within the 2.5nm 
Diameter Restricted Height Zone

All arriving aircraft must be above 1300ft AGL before 
entering the 2.5nm diameter Restricted Height Zone.
Once overhead the landing deck, aircraft shall begin their 
descent following the Red circuit pattern on the eastern 
side of the airfield as shown.

Descending to go around the trees, turning after the 
wooded area heading NNE to then follow the road until 
turning Final for 22 grass. DO NOT OVERFLY THE FARM

No Fly Zones include the farm on the NE
corner of the airfield and the two
villages of Deene & Deenethorpe. 

Departure & Arrival Lanes for Runway 22



Procedure B - Runway 22 in use
Departures or Take Off will only be permitted from the 
HARD runway, for Procedure B that is 22 Hard.

Arrivals and Landing will only be permitted on the GRASS
Runway, for Procedure B that is 22 Grass.

All aircraft after take off must keep to the west side of the 
centerline and follow the marked exit routes.
DO NOT CROSS THE EXTENDED CENTRE LINE OF THE 
LANDING DECK

Upon ARRIVAL, all aircraft must join overhead at not less 
than 1300ft AGL and only descend on the East side of the 
airfield. All landings must be on the grass landing deck. 

Taxi to and from the take-off line and 
landing deck must be via the marked
Taxiway, staying off the hard runway. 

Take Off Line 22 Hard & Landing Deck 22 Grass
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